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Pre-Arrival  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 
eABN Travel Requirements and Travel Escort 
 
Subsequent eABNs with updated Travel Requirements and 
Travel Escorts will be saved.  Previously, only data from the 
first eABN was saved. 

Bug 150095 

AOR Pre-Case Notes Bug 
 
Resolved issue where user received an error upon clicking the 
"Print Case Notes" button.  Also made changes to the Case 
Notes report to reflect and properly restrict the ability to view 
data based on the "Restricted Medical?" and "Viewable by 
Affiliate?" fields that were added when the CAM/P3 AOR 
project went live on 9/17. 

Bug 150603 

"Received Approved AORs" Notification Improved 
 
Modified the "Received Approved AORs" notification to only 
show Lautenberg AORS.  The processing of P3 and CAM 
AORs does not require the "received" step. 

Bug 150399 

"Travel Added" Notification Improved 
 
Adjusted the logic for the existing “Travel Added” notification so 
that a travel alert email is sent whenever a New Case is 
Assured that has previously-booked travel information.  This 
action was taken because when a case that was previously 
allocated to one office and booked to travel was placed with a 
new office, the new office was not aware of the scheduled 
travel. 

Enhancement 150295 

AOR Enhancements 
 
Made the following improvements to the AOR module: 

1. IRIS now adds only one “N/A” to the Name field on the 
printable DS forms rather than “N/A, N/A N/A”. 

2. IRIS now requires all fields to be entered in the 
sections where the user has the ability to mark all fields 
as "N/A." 

3. Enlarged the “IRIS Pre-Case ID / Interest ID:” box a 
little bit on the Pre-Case Document Advanced Search 
screen so that the entire ID will now be visible. 

4. On the AOR Submitted email notification, added the 
AOR Type to the Subject Line. 

Enhancement 150287 

Travel Tools for Affiliates 
 
Affiliates now have access to the following two travel tools: 

1. Manage Travel module 
2. Daily Travel Summary report 

Enhancement 150285 

Transfer Out Improved Functionality 
 

Enhancement 149875 



Pre-Arrival  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 
Made the following changes to the Transfer Out functionality: 

1. If a case is transferred out after it has arrived, IRIS will 
no longer remove the Arrival Date and travel data. 

2. The following changes have been made to the transfer 
form that pops up upon initiation of a case transfer: 
a) The “From” RA will populate as display-only. 
b) The name of the person completing the form will 

appear in the “From” Name, but can be changed if 
needed. 

c) The “To” RA will remain a dropdown. 
d) The “To” Name will be an empty text field ready for 

data entry. 
e) Upon saving the form, IRIS will automatically add 

the RPC-required “agreed to transfer” statement to 
the Comments box. 

CAM AOR - Signature Tab Error 
 
Resolved issue where some affiliates were receiving an error 
when they clicked on the Signature tab, making it impossible 
for them to complete the CAM AOR and send it to the RA. 

Bug 152000 

Remove label "World Region" 
 

Removed "World Region" from Members background page. 
The label and field are placeholders, and no data is received or 
stored in the database for this field 

Bug 150106 

Add DOA Column to Cross Reference Tab 
 
Add a new column "DOA" (date of arrival) to the Cross 
Reference table 

Enhancement 150050 

BIODATA - Handle Special Characters 
 
Update logic  on import and export process to handle umlauts 
or accented characters 

Bug 146758 

Sort Member Health 
 
Sort Member health page by Source Date descending to show 
latest entry first 

Bug 150110 
 

Transfer Interest Files 
 
Ability to transfer an Interest file within the same organization 
- affiliate to affiliate 

Enhancement 150104 

Case Notes Updated Access Logic 
 
RA has ability to view Affiliate "Case Notes" 
This is a configurable option depending upon Agency 
preference to have this ability or not 

Enhancement 150051 

 

 
 



Post-Arrival  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 

RP Payment Receipts - Sort columns 
 

Sorting any column ascending/descending on RP Payment 
Receipts calculates the total amount twice 

Bug 150043 

Add new column to Minor Reports Notification 
 
New column "Affiliate" was added to all Pre and Post Minor 
reports notifications 

Enhancement 150155 
 

RP Period Report - Q2. Core Services change 
When Question #2 about whether or not all core services were 
completed is answered “Yes”, the checkboxes remain active. 
These should all become inactive. Make them inactive but 
leave the comment box active. 
 
Comment box will not be required for "yes" answer but will 
remain required for "no" answer 

Bug 150840 
 

RP Period Report - Increase Core Service field size 
 
Update Core Service Comment field to varchar(4000) from 150 
chars when Q2. Core Services = 'N' 

Enhancement 150239 
 

Case Transfer Screen - Abbreviation code 
 
Display abbreviation code instead of VOLAG ID to correctly 
display agencies name as well as VOLAG ID is limited to 
varchar(4) while abbreviation can handle up to 10 chars 

Enhancement 147445 
 

Add "Case Forms" to Non-Refugee cases 
 
Add Case Forms or attachment capability for Secondary 
Migrant when they are enrolled in non-refugee case 

Enhancement 150047 
 

Consolidate existing Assurance Reports 
 
Consolidate Several Existing Assurance Reports: 
• "Assured Unarrived Cases" and "Assured Unarrived Cases by 
Affiliate" into one single report  
• "Assured Cases" and "Assured Cases by Affiliate" into one 
single report 

Enhancement 150099 

Add new Assurance Standard reports 
 
Creation of new assurance reports to include statistics on 
length of time between assurance statuses.  RAs want to be 
able to determine how many assurances are late, if late 
assurances typically occur in certain types of cases (i.e., 
minors, medicals), etc.  
Assurance Reports:  

1.  Assurance by Affiliate 
2. Assurance by Urgency 
3. Assurance Received Summary 

Enhancement 149438 
149934 

 



 

Matching Grant  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 

MG - Update join logic 
 

Currently, in IRIS an MG case can be joined if it is a hard cross 
reference. Update MG join logic to also include 'HTSR' type 
where the individuals travel together and can live in the same 
household or different 

Enhancement 150275 
 

 

 
 

Administration  

Description                                                                                       Type Ticket 
Improved Test Instance IP Address Management 
 
IP table will be stored in the IRIS file database so that updates 
to the Test DB do not remove saved IP addresses 

Enhancement 150095 

 

 

 

 


